Appendix №2
to the User Agreement
COOKIES USAGE POLICY
"Cookies usage policy » (hereinafter – the Appendix) is a document that defines the procedure for the
use of cookie files - fragments of User data sent by the server and stored by the Administrator to
authenticate and preserve User settings, statistics collection about Users.
1. Cookie - files that Site stores in the User's device by means of which he visited the Site. Cookie files
are stored in the browser file directory (applicable software to review the Site). The next time the User
visits the Site User’s browser finds the content of the cookie and transfers it to the Site or item that
wrote it.
2. Accepting User Agreement, the User agrees unconditionally to the Administrator’s use of cookie
files. If the User visits the Site using a browser that accepts cookie files, it is also regarded as an
expression of consent of the User to the fact that the Administrator may use the cookie files. The
Administrator is responsible for obtaining the consent to the use of the cookie.
3. The main purpose of the use of the cookie is making the Site more comfortable for the User. To
allow Users to use the Site without delay, the Administrator during the second (and every subsequent)
use of the Site by the User uses the User's browser data on the results of checking authenticity when
logging in protected areas of the Site, the information on the Site pages visited, completed
Assignments, preferences and settings of the User, and other analogous information .Administrator
does not collect, store, process and transfer to third parties User's cookies, it only uses them for the
above purpose.
4. Cookies can be deleted by the User at any time using browser configuration. Users also have the
ability to disable the cookie, which may adversely affect some services of the Site and will not allow
enjoying fully all the options of the Site.
5. Session and permanent cookie files are used on the Site. Session cookie files stored information at
transitions from page to page to filter and search. At the end of the visit the Site they are deleted.
Permanent cookies allow the Site to identify the User when visiting the Site next time. They are stored
until they are deleted or until the specified expiry date of their validity. Permanent cookie files, stored
on the User's device as a result of its use of the Site, in any case will not be stored for more than 3 years
since the last visit to the Site.
6. The User can at any time disable cookie files. In different browsers different ways to disable files
cookie are used, but usually the appropriate options are in the menu "Tools" or "Settings". Detailed
information about how to disable the cookie is in the help system of the User browser. In addition to
managing cookie files, browsers are usually provided by means to control other similar files, such as
local shared objects. One such means is a non-disclosure mode.
7. To disable access to cookie files in the main, the most common browsers, the User should take the
following steps:
7.1. In the browser «Internet Explorer»: Tools -> Internet Options -> Privacy -> Advanced. For more
information the User shall consult the support service of the company «Microsoft» or to the browser's
help.
7.2. In the browser, «Firefox»: Tools -> Options ->Privacy-> History -> your settings. For more
information the User shall consult the support service of the company «Mozilla» or to the browser's
help.

7.3. In the browser, «Chrome»: Settings -> Show Advanced Options -> Personal Data -> Content
Settings. For more information, please consult the support service of the company «Google» or to the
browser's help.
7.4. In your browser, «Safari»: Settings -> Security. For more information the User shall consult the
support service of the company «Apple» or to the browser's help.
8. After disconnecting the cookie files User may lose access to some pages of the Site. If the User
delete the cookie from his browser he can independently install special cookie files, which will block
the further installation cookie files.
9. The Administrator shall have the right to make changes to the Appendix unilaterally. The User can
always find the actual version of the Appendix on the Site on the link - http://cgport.com/en/about/
documents/
10.

The Appendix is an integral part of the User Agreement, published on the Site.
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